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ABSTRACT
NA-RARE-GAS VAN DER WAALS MOLECULES
by
Ke-Kang Lin 
University of New Hampshire, May, 1987
The intensity of the fluorescent radiation from the red wing of the Na 
D-lines perturbed by rare-gas atoms has been measured as a function of 
temperature and rare-gas density. These observations were then combined 
with a quasistatic analysis to determine the potential well depths and the 
emission peak wavelengths for Na(3P)He2 , Na(3P)Ar2 , Na(3P)Kr2 , and 
Na(3P)Ar3 molecules. The following results were obtained: for Na*He2 , D - 
820(110) cm '1, A - 8400 A; for Na*Ar2 . D - 1100(150) cm '1, X - 7200 A: for 
Na*Kr2 , D - 1355(180) cm-’, A - 7400 A; and for Na*Ar3 , D - 1595(300) 
cm'1, X - 8600 A. These results are consistent with a simple model of the 
alkali-rare-gas molecules in which the depth of the potential energy well of 
a given molecule can be accurately represented as the sum of well depths of 




The properties of alkali-rare-gas systems, consisting of one alkali atom in 
an excited state and two or more rare-gas atoms, have been investigated in 
this thesis. The properties of such systems with only one rare-gas atom, 
called dimers, have been extensively investigated^27^  by other workers, and 
a number of dimer potential energies are now well established. Most of 
these experiments were carried out with rare gas pressures of less than 
1000 torr. In that condition, no alkali-multi-rare-gas systems were 
observed. Recently, however, at higher pressures, qualitative evidence has 
been reported, which supports the existence of alikali complexes consisting 
of an excited alkali atom and two, three, or even four rare gas atoms (2S~32). 
These trimer, tetramer, etc. molecules have not yet received extensive 
quantitative study. At the present time, Yabuzaki et al.(32) have published 
the only quantitative data on such systems. They studied K(5S)XeN systems, 
with N ranging from 1 to 4. They observed the emission bands of K atoms 
excited to the 5S state in the presence of a high density Xe buffer gas. In 
addition to a strong peak corresponding to the 5220 A dimer transition 
K(5S)Xe — > K(4S)Xe, they also observed emission at longer wavelengths. 
The bands' intensity dependence on Xe density showed they arose from 
K(5S)Xen — > K(4S)XeM transitions in exciplexes with N*2-4. By varying the 
Xe density and cell temperature, Yabuzake et al. were able to identify the 
emission peaks corresponding to different values of N and to measure 
binding energies E associated with the reaction
K(5S)Xe + (N-l)Xe — > K(5S)XeN + E. (1-1)
2Baylis*33) did the first theoretical work on alkali atoms interacting with 
multiple rare-gas perturbers. He was able to analyse the alkali-rare-gas 
system using first-order degenerate perturbation theory, because of the 
weakness of the van der Waals interaction. Bayliss model had the alkali 
atom in a p-orbital, with the rare-gas atoms distributed in the median plane 
perpendicular to the symmetry axis. He found that the potential well depth 
of a Na*-RGN molecule is equal to the sum of the well depths of the Na*-RG 
pairs and the potential energies of the RG-RG pairs, where RG stands for a 
rare-gas atom. This particular result is verified for the first time in the 
present work. In fact, this theory was not applied to the analysis of any 
experimental results until Balling and Wright*34) calculated the binding 
energies and emission peaks for the K(5S)XeN system, by using the existing 
K-Xe and Xe-Xe dimer potentials. Their analysis, developed to calculate 
matrix-perturbed alkali spectra*35, 36), was based on Baylis s model. This 
model assumed that the potential energy of an eiciplex system was the sum 
of the potential energies of the K-Xe and Xe-Xe pairs.
Considering the simplicity of the theoretical approach, and the dubious 
accuracy of the K(5S)-Xe potential they were forced to use, the calculated 
and experimental values were in surprisingly good agreement. This 
agreement suggested that it would be worthwhile to investigate some of the 
other alkali-rare-gas systems. In this experiment, the Na-rare-gas systems 
were chosen for the study, because reliable Na-RG and RG-RG dimer 
potentials were already well established and were available in the 
literature*5,6,37,38,39^ .
In this experiment, the potential energy well depths and emission peak
3wavelengths of Na*He2 , Na*Ar2 , Na*Kr2 , and Na*Ar3 are measured and 
compared with a calculation based on the model proposed by Baylis, where 
Na* represents the Na atom is in its 3P state. Since the rare-gas dimer 
potential is not observable in this experiment, which will be explained in 
chapter 4, it appears that the potential energy well depth of an of Na(3P)RGN 
is just (N -l) times the potential energy well depth of a Na(3P)RG dimer. For 
example, if Eyj stands for the potential energy well depth of a Na*RG (a 
dimer), then the potential energy well depth of a Na*RG2 (a trimer) is 2E(JU, 
etc.. This experiment provides the first quantitative experimental evidence 
which supports this prediction of Baylis s model. As a result of this work, it 
is now possible to predict the trimer and tetramer interaction potential 
energy well depths simply by measuring the dimer well depth.
Because the dimer "potentials" form the basis for our understanding of 
alkali-multi-rare-gas systems, a brief description of the experimental and 
the theoretical aspects of dimer system is given in next chapter. Then, a 
parallel description of trimers and tetramers is developed in Appendix A. 
The major results derived in this appendix are discussed in chapter II. The 
sample preparation and experimental procedures are described in chapter
III. Experimental results are presented in chapter IV, where the potential 
well depths of these van der Waals molecules and their corresponding 
emission peak wavelengths are obtained. A sample calculation is carried out 
in Appendix B and the calculated values are given and compared with the 




A detailed description of quasistatic analysis on the dimer systems is given 
in this chapter. In Appendix A, a similar approach is used to analyze the 
Na-rare-gas trimer and tetramer systems. The major results obtained from 
these analyses and their physical implications are presented in this chapter.
2.1 Theory of the Na-rare gas dimer system 
Na-rare-gas dimer systems provide the basis for understanding the 
Na-rare-gas trimer and tetram er systems. A brief description of a 
spectroscopic experiment made on dimer systems will be presented in this 
section. This example will give the explanation of how this experiment is 
performed, how the data are interpreted, and how to determine the dimer 
interaction potential energy and its corresponding emission wavelength.
The reaction mechanisms for the dimer formation are described in the 
following paragraph.
2.1.1 The rate equation 
First, the Na atom is selectively excited to the 3P3/2 - state by absorbing a 
photon with energy hv0( X-5890 A), which is
Na + hv0— >Na*. (2-1)
Most of the excited Na* atoms will decay back to the ground state by 
emitting a photon of energy hi'0, that is
Na*— >Na + hy0, (2-2)





where - 1/T, and t  - 16*10-9 sec. is the lifetime of the excited Na*(3P3/2) 
atom. Nevertheless, some of the excited Na atoms will collide with two rare 
gas atoms and form a dimer:
Na* + 2(RG) — > Na*RG + RG, (2-4)
where RG represents a rare gas atom. After the collision, the extra rare gas 
atom takes away the excessive kinetic energy so that the remaining 
alkali-rare-gas pair stays bound. Since this is a three-body collision process, 
thus
d(Na*RG]f
—  KjjlNa’HRG]2, (2-5)
dt
where IJ stands for the density of that particular atom or molecule, (i.e., the 
number of the atoms(molecules) per cm3 ). Also, the dimer may break up 
due to the collision with a rare gas atom, such as
Na*RG + RG — > Na* ♦ 2(RG). (2-6)
This is just a reverse reaction of equation (A-4) and the dimer break 
up rate is:
d|Na*RGjb
.................... - K3lNa*RGJ(RGj. (2-7)
dt
When the dimer is de-excited to the ground state(i.e., Na*RG — > Na(RG) + 
hv'i), a photon with energy hv't is released. This photon is the signal that has
been measured in this experiment. The decay rate for the dimer is given by: 
d(Na*RG]d
  Kj[Na*RGl, ( 2 - 8 )
dt
where we have assumed the same oscillator strength for the dimer as for the 
free atom. According to the above discussion, the rate of change of the 
dimer density is given by the summation of all these three terms, namely 
d[Na*RGl
-K^Na'HRG]2 - K^Na'RGHRG] - K,(Na*RGl. (2-9)
dt
Since the excitation of the Na atom is achieved by using a CW dye laser, the 
system is in a steady state as long as the the CW dye laser output power is 
fixed. In a steady state, d(Na*RG]/dt - 0. We then have
[Na'RGKK^RGl + K,) - K^Na'JfRG)2. (2-10)
Because K3 - v*<7, K3IRG] - 1011 sec.'1, and K) - 6*107 sec.'1, K^RG] »  Kt , one 
may approximate (K^RGl + K,) by K3IRG] and obtain
(Na*RGl - C,(Na*|[RG|, (2-11)
where C) (- K2/K3 ) is a constant. The expression in Eq. (A-l 1) shows that the 
dimer density is proportional to the density of the rare gas atom. 
Subsituting equation (2-11) into equation (2-8) gives 
d|Na*RG]d
 - - C2lNa*][RG), (2-12)
dt
where C2 - - K)*K2/K3 is a constant.
72.1.2 The population distribution and the quasistatic analysis 
One of the basic assumptions underlying the analysis of dimer system is 
that they are in thermal equilibrium with their environment. While the final 
verification depends on the experimental results, the following calculation, 
similar to an example given by Kubo^°\ certainly makes this assumption 
plausible.
The collision rate of the dimer with other rare gas atoms is a*v‘[RG), where 
o  is the scattering cross-section, v is the relative speed between the dimer 
and the colliding atom, and (RG] is the density of the rare gas atom. For 
example, at T - 300 °K, v - 4*104 cm/sec., a  - 2*10"14 cm2, and [RG] - 1020 
cm'3 in this experiment, one obtains a*v*]RG] - 10n sec'1. The lifetime of the 
dimer is essentially the same as the lifetime of the free Na*(3P3/2) — > 
Na(3S) transition, (i.e., t  -  16*10-3 sec.). Thus, there would be, on the 
average, about 103 collisions before the dimer is de-excited. This large 
number of collisions indicates that the dimer systems will come into thermal 
equilibrium with their environment. In other words, the dimer systems are 
always thermalized.
As illustrated in figure 1, when the dimer is formed, the ratio of the 
probability for the system to be in the state with energy Ve(R,) to the 
probability for the system to be in the state with energy Ve(R2) is^5,14,17^ : 
P(Ve(Rj)) exp{-[Ve(R,)-Ve(«>)]/kT) eipf-Ve(Rt)/kT]
----------------    (2-13)
P(Ve(R2)) exp(-(Ve(R2)-V9(oo)]/kT) exp[-Ve(R2)/kT]
where T is the cell temperature, R; is the alkali-rare gas internuclear
separation corresponding to emission wavelength \  , and Ve is the A(tt) 
potential. Ve(°°) is the p-state energy of the free alkali atom.
The quasistatic an a ly s is^  predicts that the transition from the A(n) state 
to the X(2) state occurs predominantly at the turning points. Furthermore, 
according to the Franck-Condon principle^41', the internuciear distance 
remains the same at the instant before and after the transition. This means 
the transition will take place vertically downward as shown in figure 1. 
Thus, the emission wavelength can be determined by the energy difference 
between the A(tt) state and the X(2) state at the internuciear distance R,.
In this experiment, when the measurement is carried out at a certain 
wavelength Xr, only the signals emitted by those dimers with system energy 
Ve(R) were measured. At thermal equilibrium, if one considered the dimer 
population density distribution with respect to the density of the free 
excited Na atoms, the ratio of the population density of the dimer with 
system energy Ve(R) to the population density of the excited Na atoms at 
3P3/2 state is:
[Na*RG(V9(R))l
------------   «  [RGJ exp(-{Ve(R)-Ve(oo)]/kT). (2-14)
[Na*(3P3/2)l
As illustrated in figure 1, the emission wavelength is given by
Ve(R)-Vg<R)-hc/X (2-15)
where Vg is the X(2) potential.
If 1(X) represents the intensity of the measured signals at wavelength X
corresponding to an internuciear separation R, it is found that the relative 
intensity of the measured dimer signals to the measured free Na D-line can 
be expressed as:
Id(Xfi)
  « [rgJ exp{-[Ve(R)-V0(oo)J/kT), (2-16)
Io
where,
: the intensity of the measured dimer signals,
I0 : intensity of the  total integrated fluorescence,
IRGJ: the rare gas density(atoms per cm-3),
R : internuciear separation,
(-(Ve(R)-Ve(«>)]): well depth of the dimer potential energy, 
k : Boltzman constant, and
T : absolute temperature of the dimer systems(°K).
In the experiment, since the fluorescence intensity was dominated by the 
free Na D-line, I0 can be replaced by  the measured Na D-Iine intensity, and 
the ratio of I^X^/I,, remains the same. Equation (2-16) has the following 
two implications, which can be tested  experimentally. First, at a fixed 
temperature, the measured relative dimer emission intensity I ( \ ) / I0 should 
be a linear function of the buffer gas density. Second, at a fixed density, 
plots of ln[I(X)/Iol against 1/kT should yield straight lines w ith slopes of 
{-lVe(R)-Ve(~)]}. From the slopes of these lines, one obtains the value of Ve 
corresponding to each emission wavelength. If one has a potential curve for
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VgCR), Eq.(2-15) yields V„(R). Even without a potential curve for the X(2) 
state, one can determine the A(tt) well depth by taking the maximum slope 
from the semilog plots.
2.2. The Na-rare-gas trim er and tetramer systems.
The quasistatic analysis of trim er and tetramer systems is developed in 
Appendix A, and is a direct extension of the dimer analysis presented in 
section 2.1.
The following equations, derived in Appendix B, give the central 
relationships that will be tested in this experiment.
For trimer systems,
W
  « [RGj2exp(-IVe( \) -V e(oo)j/kT), (2-17)
Io
where
It(Xt) : the measured trimer signals with wavelength Xt , and 
( - lV e(Xt)-V e( o o ) ] ) ; well depth of the trimer potential energy.
In this experiment, however, the intensity of the trimer signal at each 
wavelength was measured relative to the dimer signal, rather than the free 
Na D-line. Consequently, the data obtained was expressed in the form 
ItlX^/I^Xjj). Dividing Eq. (2-17) by Eq. (2-16) gives 
I A t)
 oc (R G JeipH V ^-V jX ^J/kT ), (2-18)
MXd)
11
where {-fVe(Xt)-Ve(\j)]J is the energy difference between the trim er and 
dimer potential energy wells corresponding to emission wavelengths \ t and
Equation (2-18) has the the following two implications, which are similar 
to the ones that were discussed for dimers. First, at a fixed temperature, 
the trimer emission to the dimer intensity should be a linear
function of the buffer gas density. Second, at a fixed density, plots of 
lnllttXtVldfXd)] against 1/kT should yield straight lines. The slope of these 
lines should then be equal to (-{V^X^-V^Xd))) at each emission wavelength. 
By taking the maximum slope from the semilog plots and combining it with 
the information on the dimer reference signals, the trim er potential well 
depth can be obtained, along with its emission peak wavelength. The 
experimental results, which support these implications, will be presented in 
chapter IV.
A similar expression can be obtained for the relative intensity of tetram er 
and dimer signals. This relation is derived in Appendix B and can be w ritten 
as
M M
  «  [RG]2 exp{-[ Ve(XT)-V0(Xd)l/kT), (2-19)
I*j( \ j)
where M M  represents the measured tetramer signals and Ve(XT) is the 
tetramer potential well depth corresponding to emission wavelength XT . 
Equation (2-19) shows that at a filed density, plots of InlMXxVldO^)]
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against 1/kT should yield straight lines. From the slopes of these lines one 
obtains the value of (-{Ve(XT)-Ve(\j)}) corresponding to each emission 
wavelength. By taking the maximum slope from the semilog plots, along 
with the information on the dimer reference signals, one can obtain both the 
tetramer potential well depth and the tetramer emission peak wavelength.
These relations obtained for trimer and tetramer systems will be tested 
experimentally and the results will be presented in the next chapter.
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENT
Chapter III describes the experimental apparatus and the procedures used 
in obtaining the data presented in this thesis. Section 1 indicates the 
procedure used to prepare samples. Section 2 gives a detailed description of 
the apparatus used in this experiment. Section 3 states the procedure used 
to obtain the data presented in chapter IV. Finally, section 4 describes the 
major sources of error involved in these measurements.
31 Sample preparetion 
The fluorescence cell was made of Pyrex and is shown in figure 2. A 3 cm 
long sidearm with inner diameter of 0.3 cm was connected to the ceil. An 
iron cylinder, with one end open, was used as a Na container to prevent the 
heated Na from reacting with the glass. The iron cylinder had been outgased 
under vacuum before preparing the sample. Sodium was taken out of a 
Na-ampoule and put into the iron cylinder. This was done under liquid 
nitrogen (LN2) in order to avoid having the Na react with the air. After 
being filled with Na, the iron cylinder was taken out of the LN2 and inserted 
into the sidearm. The fluorescence cell was then connected to the vacuum 
system as quickly as possible and the air inside the cell was pumped out. 
When the system pressure reached 10' 5 - 1CT6 torr, 50 torr of rare gas( He, 
Ar, Kr, or Xe) was fed into the cell and then the Na was melted with a Bunsen 
burner. The rare gas pressure of 50 torr kept the molten Na from 
evaporating into the Pyrex cell. The contaminants on the surface of the Na 
were then able to sink to the bottom of this liquid, leaving a pure Na-surface
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available for the experiment. The Na was then allowed to cool down to room 
temperature. After the Na solidified, the rare gas was pumped out until the 
pressure again reached 10-s - 10-6 torr. At this stage, fresh rare gas was then 
fed into the vacuum system by means of a metal valve. With the help of a 
capacitance manometer the ultimate pressure needed in the fluorescence cell 
could be controlled. Next, the cell was immersed in the LN2 , so the rare-gas 
that was still in the vacuum system could be concentrated inside the cell. 
Krypton and xenon were actually frozen in the cell, while argon and helium 
were only concentrated as denser gases. When the system pressure was less 
than 1 atm, the cell was sealed off. Finally, the fluorescence cell, was painted 
black to block the scattered laser light, except for four windows, which 
allowed for the incident and outgoing laser beams, the fluorescence radiation 
going to the PMT, and for the experimenter to view the cell's interior.
3.2 The apparatus
A block diagram of the apparatus for this experiment is shown in figure
3. A six W att argon-ion laser was used to pump the dye laser. The tunable 
CW dye laser has an energy output about 500 mW at 5890 A, with a 
bandwidth of 0.5 A. The laser light was then passed through the Pyrex cell, 
which was placed in an insulated box. The Na atoms in the cell were excited 
by the incident laser beam. The emitted fluorescence was focused by an 
optical lens and was collected by the PMT (photo-multiplier-tube) connected 
to an nanoammeter. Before entering the PMT, the fluorescence passed 
through both an interference band pass (B. P.) filter and an optical long pass 
(L. P.) filter. Each of these filters was changed as the wavelength being
measured was changed. Only fluorescence of certain wavelengths can pass 
through these B. P. filters since each B. P. filter has a bandwidth of 50 A at 
FWHM. These filters were selected to give the best signal to noise ratio for 
the wavelength being measured. With the appropriate combination of L. P. 
and B. P. filters, the fluorescence signals could be measured as a function of 
wavelength.
The cell was located in an insulated enclosure, the temperature of which 
was varied over the range 150-340 °K. Cooling of the enclosure and cell was 
accomplished by a flow of N2 gas cooled by LN2 . The enclosure windows 
were made of evacuated Pyrex cylinders. The inner surface of these 
cylinders were at the low temperature, while the outer surfaces were at 
room temperature. In this way, these windows were prevented from 
frosting. The temperature was measured by three thermocouples attached 
to the sides of the cell. In a separate experiment, the cell temperature, as 
determined by a thermocouple inserted into the interaction region, was 
found to be about 10 °K higher than the average reading of the three 
thermocouples attached to the outside of the cell. This difference remained 
constant throughout the entire temperature range that was measured. 
Although this 10 °K difference is within the experimental uncertainty, all the 
data presented in chapter IV have been corrected by this factor.
A suitable Na density was produced in the interaction region by heating 
the sidearm with a small resistive heater. The sidearm temperature 
necessary to obtain these densities ranged between 200°C-400ct .  The value 
actually used depended on the cell temperature, the buffer gas, and the 
buffer gas density.
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3.3 The measurement 
In this experiment, Na vapor was introduced into the fluorescence cell 
which contained one of the rare gases. The Na atoms were excited to the 
3P3/2 state by a CW dye laser tuned to 5890 A. Eicited Na atoms then 
collided w ith rare gas atoms to form the Na-rare-gas dimers, trimers, 
tetramers, etc.. In addition to the Na resonance line, the fluorescence 
spectrum showed a broad continuous emission band on the red side of the 
resonance line, which was induced by the buffer gas in the cell. The red 
wing is due to the dimer, trim er and tetram er emission fluorescence. Trimer 
and tetram er fluorescence, relative to the dimer intensity at its peak 
wavelength, was measured as a function of wavelength, buffer gas density, 
and cell temperature.
The wavelengths of the dimer reference signals used in this experiment 
were 6800(50) A for Na*He, 6328(100) A for Na*Ar, and 6600(50) A for 
Na*Kr. The number in the parenthesis gives the band width of. that 
particular interference band pass filter. In this experiment, the ratio of the 
trimer, tetramer, etc. to the dimer signals was measured.
The great experimental advantage in using dimer radiation as the 
reference signal, rather than the Na D-line, lies in the possibility of 
improving the overall signal to noise ratio. If the Na D-line were being used 
as the reference, then a high level of scattered laser light would pass through 
the B. P. filter and be detected by the PMT. This would occur both when the 
laser was tuned to the Na resonance and when it was slightly detuned, thus 
giving a very  poor signal to noise ratio. On the other hand, if the dimer 
signal was used as the reference, the wavelength being observed would be
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well removed from the Na resonance line, and the B. P. filter would 
effectively block both the Na D-line and the scattered laser light from 
reaching the PMT. Also, the experimental error due to radiation trapping, 
when the Na density is high, can be avoided.
In order to determine the value of the trimer to dimer intensity ratio, the 
scattering background was subtracted from the measured intensities. The 
intensity of the fluorescence signal at a particular wavelength was obtained 
by subtracting the background reading from the total intensity detected by 
the PMT.
The fluorescence intensities were measured from 6800(50) A to 8800(50) 
A in increments of 200 A. Five independent measurements were made at 
each temperature, and at least two independent runs were made at each 
wavelength.
In order to obtain the emission spectra of these excipiexes with respect to 
their dimer reference signal, the transmitance of the interference band pass 
filters, optical long pass filter, and the response of the PMT have been 
corrected using response curves provided by their manufacturers.
3.4 Experimental difficulties and major sources of error 
No data are presented for wavelengths longer than 8800 A. This is 
because the appropriate filters were not available. However, this loss of 
information does not appear to be significant because the intensity of the 
longer wavelength signals are so small they are almost undetectable. 
However, if one did need to investigate this region of the spectrum, it might 
be possible to overcome this difficulty by either going to lower temperature
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or higher pressure. The low temperature condition could be achieved by 
using an insulated enclosure. Higher pressures, however, can be dangerous. 
For example, 8.3 atm was the highest pressure that could be used with the 
cells in this experiment, without the cell exploding.
The major source of error involved in these measurements was the 
temperature uncertainty. The low thermal conductivity of the thick wall 
glass ceil caused an uneven distribution of the cell temperature. The 
readings of three attached thermocouples around the cell remained within 
± 10°K of their average reading throughout the entire temperature range that 
was measured. This temperature uncertainty was the major source of error 
in determining trimer and tetramer potential energy well depths. In chapter 
IV, the uncertainty in these quantities will be indicated along with the 
experimental results.
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In this chapter, the experimental results are presented. Dimer, trimer and 
tetramer potential well depths, their corresponding emission peak 
wavelengths, and their emission spectra with respect to their dimer 
reference signals are presented.
4.1. Dimer reference signals 
The theoretical analysis presented in chapter II and Appendix A shows 
tha t these eiciplex systems should be in thermal equilibrium with their 
environment. This conclusion is supported by the experimental results 
presented in this section. Thermal equilibrium is necessary if the depth of 
the dimer potential well is to be determined.
A measurement of the dimer signals relative to the free-atom Na emission 
as a function of temperature gives the corresponding dimer potential, i.e., 
t - |V ^ )  - Ve(\))]}. The results of these dimer measurements are in good 
agreement w ith values previously obtained in this laboratory*61, and are 
comparable to results obtained elsewhere*51. The dimer potentials of Na*He, 
Na*Ar, and Na*Kr as a function of the internuclear separation are taken from 
references 5 and 6, and are shown in figures 4,5, and 6. The dimer reference 
signals used in this experiment are shown in each of these figures.
Measurements of the dimer reference signals as a function of temperature 
are presented in figures 7, 8 , and 9. A straight line fit was made to each set 
of data, with equal weight given to each point. The straight lines in these 
figures show that the dimer systems were thermalized. The dimer potential
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energy well, at a particular wavelengtn, can be directly determined from the 
slope of this line. The details involved in this connection have been 
discussed in chapter II. The major uncertainty in the slope is due to the 
uncertainty of the temperature measurement. The well depths for the 
measured dimer reference signals in this experiment are: 470(60) cm' 1 for 
Na*He, 580(80) cm"1 for Na*Ar, and 715(95) cm"1 for Na*Kr, where the 
quantity in the parenthesis represents the uncertainty. The corresponding 
emission wavelengths are 6800 A, 6328 A. and 6600 A.
These results, which agree with measurements made by other 
experimenters(480(50) cm"' for Na*He^, 550(30) cm"1 for Na*Ar and 
730(30) cm"1 for Na’K r^) indicate that the approach used in this experiment 
is valid. Consequently, it is reasonable to measure the trimer signals with 
respect to the dimer reference signals. Using these dimer reference signals, 
it will be possible to determine the trimer well depths. This connection will 
be discussed in section 4.3.
4.2. Emission spectrum with respect to the 
dimer reference signals 
The emission spectra for Na*He2 , Na*Ar2 , Na*Kr2 , and Na*Ar3 molecules 
with respect to their dimer reference signals are shown in figures 10, 11, 12, 
and 13- Both trimers and tetramers have broad emission spectra. The 
intensity of their signals is very small compared with the dimer reference 
signals. The relative intensities of the trimer and tetramer forms of the 
Na-rare-gas( He, Ar, and Kr) systems with respect to their dimer reference
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signals are roughly in the following ratios:
dimer trimer tetramer 
1 lO^-lO*4 k tM o * 6 .
When the cell temperature was lowered, the relative intensity at the 
trim er and tetram er emission peaks increased more rapidly than at other 
wavelengths. This is due to the Boltzmann factor, which will be discussed in 
section 4.3. The observation agrees with the theoretical prediction.
4.3. Trimer well depths and corresponding 
emission peak wavelengths 
The trimer signals, measured with respect to a dimer reference, are shown 
in figures 14, 15. and 16. The data are displayed on a semilog plot showing 
the ratio of trimer to dimer fluorescent intensity vs 1/kT. The existence of a 
straight line fit to these data indicates that the ratio of the trimer to dimer 
intensities at a given wavelength has the form of expHVeCAtl-VelAdU/kT). 
Since this is just the Boltzmann factor, it indicates that these trim er systems 
are in thermal equilibrium. The slope of any given line in these figures 
gives (-lVe(At)-Ve(\j)|), which is the potential energy difference between the 
dimer and trimer wells.
In any given figure, the line having the maximum slope is of particular 
importance. It gives the potential energy difference between the dimer and 
trim er well depths. Since the trim er well is expected to be deeper than the 
dimer's, the value of Vt-Vd should be negative. Thus, the quantity 
expf-lVt-Vj/kT) should give a positive slope on a semilog plot. Also, the
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emission wavelength associated with that line with the greatest slope gives 
the trimer emission from the bottom of the well. The measured values of 
the maximum slopes, and their corresponding emission wavelengths are 
Na*He2 : 350(50) cm''. X-8400 A; Na*Ar2 : 520(70) cm'1, X-7200 A; and 
Na*Kr2 : 640(85) cm-'. X-7400 A.
The trimer potential well depth was determined by adding the numerical 
value of this maximum slope to the well depth previously determined for 
the dimer. The results are 820(110) cm-1 for Na*He2 , 1100(150) cm' 1 for 
Na*Ar2 , and 1355(180) cm-1 for Na*Kr2.
The error bars in figures 14, 15. and 16 are due to the 10°K uncertainty in 
the temperature measurement in the sample. This produced about a 10% 
uncertainty in the slope.
While the maximum slopes are always positive, the slopes of lines at other 
wavelengths can approach zero. At certain wavelengths, these slopes can 
even become negative. This is illustrated by the data in figure 14 for 
X-7400 A, and the data in figure 16 for X-6800 A. This negative slope 
occurs because most of the radiation at these wavelengths comes from 
dimer, rather than trimer, fluorescence. If either of these wavelengths is 
denoted by X', then the difference (-(Ve(X')-(Ve( A ]^} now has a negative 
value, which gives a semilog plot of the data an overall negative slope. The 
numerical value of the slope of each line shown in figures 14, 15, and 16 is 
listed in tables 1. 2, and 3.
There are two additional checks that can be made on the consistency of the 
theory and measurements that have been presented. The theory developed 
in chapter II shows that the ratio of the trimer to dimer signals should be
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proportional to the rare gas density, and independent of the Na 
concentration (i.e. the sidearm temperature). The results of these checks are 
discussed in the following paragraphs.
The ratio of the trimer to dimer signals was measured at different rare gas 
densities. Typical examples are shown in figures 17 and 18. The semilog 
plot of ItUtVd^XdWRG)) against 1/kT, in each figure, gives a straight line, 
which is independent of the rare gas density. The data shown in figure 17 
was taken with two different argon cells( lAr] -  8.64* 1019 cm-3, and [Ar] - 
2.02* 1020cm'3), and the results fall along the same straight line. This shows 
that the ratio of the trimer to dimer signals is linearly proportional to the 
rare gas density. This is consistent with Eq. (2-18), in chapter 11. The same 
feature was observed in figure 18, with iKr] - 2.44* 1019 cm'3, and [Krl - 
6.90* 10 19 cm'3. Thus, in this case, the theoretical prediction agrees very well 
w ith the measurement.
The Na concentration is a function of the sidearm temperature, while the 
dimer and trimer densities are both proportional to the Na concentration. 
Thus, the ratio of trimer to dimer densities should be independent of the 
sidearm temperature. Figure 19 shows the trimer to dimer ratio plotted 
against the sidearm temperature for two different samples. In each case, 
this ratio is observed to be independent of the sidearm temperature.
It is the cell temperature which determines the ratio of trimer to dimer 
intensities. It would be a great experimental advantage, if the Tceu and 
Tskfea-m could be controlled independently. In this experiment, it can be done 
because of the low thermal conductivity of the cell walls and the large ratio 
of cell surface area to the cross-sectional area of the sidearm(about 800:1).
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4.4. Tetramer potential well depth and the corresponding 
emission peak wavelength 
The data shown in figure 20 was taken with an argon cell having a density 
of [Ar] -  2.02* 1020 cm'3 . The numerical value of the slopes for lines shown 
in figure 20 are listed in table 4. The pressure in this cell was about three 
times greater than the argon cell mentioned in the previous section. Because 
the fluorescence intensity would increase as a factor of (RG1N, where N is the 
number of the rare-gas atoms in each corresponding ezciplez, this cell would 
give larger signals, which would allow the measurement to be carried out in 
the longer wavelength range. The ezistance of a straight line fit to these 
data indicates that the ratio of the fluorescence to dimer intensities at a 
given wavelength has the form of expf-lV^XTO-VeO^l/kT}. This Boltzmann 
factor indicates that the ezciplez systems responsible for this fluorescence 
are in thermal equilibrium with their environment. The slope of any given 
line in this figure gives the potential energy difference between the dimer 
and ezciplez wells.
In the previous section, it was found that for Na*Ar2 trimer systems 
(figure 15 and table 2), a maximum value of the slope was obtained at 7200 
A, and it decreased for longer wavelengths. Yet, this is not the case for this 
higher pressure argon cell, as can be seen in both figure 20 and table 4. The 
numerical value of the slope for each fitting line continues to increase for 
wavelengths longer than 7200 A. A maximum value of the slope was found 
at 8600 A. This pheonmenon shows that the Na*Ar3 molecules (Na-argon 
tetramers) were observed in this high argon density situation and the 
emission from tetramer overlaps the trimer emission at the shorter
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wavelengths. The measured value of the maximum slope is 1015(220} cm'1, 
which gives the potential energy difference between dimer and tetramer 
well depths. The increase in the uncertainty of this slope, as compared to 
the trimer case, was due to the small value of the tetramer signals, which 
could not be detected until the system temperature was below -40 °C. This 
would introduce an increased error associated with 1/kT as the temperature 
becomes lower. The tetramer potential well depth was determined by 
adding the numerical value of this maximum slope to the well depth 
previously determined for the Na*Ar dimer. The result is 1595(300) cm' 1 
for Na’Ar^ and its emission peak wavelength is 8600 A. Because the well 
depth of the tetramer is deeper than the trimer's. the mixture of the trimer 
and tetramer fluorescence from 7400 A to 7800 A results in a higher value 
for the slope than was obtained at 7200 A 
A similar measurement was carried out with a high pressure krypton cell 
([Kr] -  6.90* 1019cm"3 ), and the longer wavelength fluorescence signals were 
measured. The results are shown in figure 21 and the numerical values of 
these slopes are listed in table 5. The slopes at the longer wavelengths 
continue to increase, which is simitar to the phenomenon observed in figure
20. However, in this case no maximum slope was found up to 8800 A. This 
shows that if a Na*Kr3 tetramer was formed, its well depth must have been 
equal to or greater than 1985(350) cm'1, with an emission peak wavelength 
equal to or longer than 8800 A.
4.5 The Na-Xe systems 
Measurements of the Na*Xe2 trimer signals were attempted at several
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different ienon densities .(|Xe) -  1.19*1019 cm'3, |Xe) - 2.0* 1019 cm'3, [Xe] - 
4.88* 1019 cm-3, and (Xe) -  1.22* 1020 cm'3 ). The cell with the highest density 
produced the largest signals over the broadest wavelength range. However, 
none of the samples showed a maximum slope at wavelengths below 8800 A. 
Therefore, no information on the Na*Xe2 well depth can be deduced from 
this experiment. It appears that the signals from Na’XeM, with N - 2,3,4,... 
are so strongly mixed together that they cannot be resolved by the method 
used in this experiment. Thus, it is impossible to give a quantitative 
interpretation on the Na-Xe system at this time. Therefore, no Na-Xe data 
are presented here.
4.6 A comparison of the experimental 
and calculated results 
In this section, the calculated results for the well depths and the emission 
peak wavelengths of the trimers (Na*He2, Na*Ar2, and Na*Kr2) and the 
tetramer (Na*Ar3) are presented and compared with their experimental 
values. The calculation is based on the assumption that each rare gas atom 
incorporated in an alkali-rare-gas molecule interacts independently with the 
alkali atom. Consequently, the depth of the potential energy well of a given 
molecule can be accurately represented as the sum of well depths of the 
individual alkali-rare-gas pairs. The details of the calculation are discussed 
in Appendix B, and the results, both experimental and calculated, are 
summarized in table 6.
Considering the uncertainty of the measurement of both the dimer and 
trimer well depths and the simplicity of the calculation used here, the two
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sets of results are in good agreement with each other. The results show that 
the addition assumption for the summation of the NaMRGl interaction is 
justified for the sodium-rare-gas trimers and tetramer systems. However, in 
the Na*Ar3 case, the calculated emission peak wavelength deviates from the 
experimental value by 470 A.
An explanation for the decrepancy between calculated and experimental 
emission peak wavelengths can be found in figure 13. This figure shows that 
the tetramer emission peak, due to its broad emission spectrum, occurs 
somewhere between 8200 A to 8600 A. Furthermore, if one examines the 
numerical values in table 4 for the wavelength range mentioned above, the 
numbers overlap with one another due to their experimental uncertainty. 
This shows that the discrepancy was caused by the combination of the broad 
emission band and the experimental uncertainty. Nevertheless, even 
without the previous consideration, the percentage difference between the 
experimental and calculated results at the emission peak wavelength is less 
than 6%, which is smaller than the uncertainty in the well depth 
measurement.
From the results discussed above, the interaction potential energy of 
Na*He2 , Na*Ar2 ■ and Na*Kr2 trimers and Na*Ar3 tetram er is simply the sum 
of the energies of the Na*-RG dimer pairs. A qualitative explanation of this 
fact is available from Baylis's model(l9,34). It shows that in the A(tt) state of 
an alkali-rare gas dimer, the alkali electron is mainly in a p(tt) orbit with a 
node along the internuclear axis. Thus, the rare gas and alkali atoms can 
approach one another rather closely before the repulsive interaction 
dominates. This suggests that for both trimer and tetramer cases, the rare
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gas atoms all lie in the same plane, which coincides with the dimer 
internuclear axis.
It should be noted that the emission peak wavelength remains the same 
regardless of the positions of these rare gas atoms in this plane. Therefore, 
the measured intensity at the emission peak wavelength for trimers and 
tetramers was an average over all possible rare-gas positions in this plane. 
The thermal energy (> 160 cm' 1 ) at the temperature of this experiment is 
greater than the binding energy of the RG-RG dimer (7 cm"' for He2 ,100 cm' 1 
for Ar2 . and 140 cm' 1 for Kr2). Thus, the contribution of the RG-RG binding 
to the trimer and tetramer well depths is not observable in this experiment.
4.7 Summary and conclusion 
The alkali-rare-gas dimer systems have been thoroughly investigated both 
experimentally and theoretically. In recent years, these investigations have 
been extended to include alkaii-multi-rare-gas systems.
The Na-rare-gas trimer and tetramer systems were chosen for study, and 
the first quantitative information about these systems was obtained in this 
experiment. The analysis of these systems assumed that they were in 
thermal equilibrium and that the rate equations used for the analysis were 
valid. The experimental observations agreed with these assumptions.
The intensity of the trimer and tetramer fluorescence was measured with 
respect to the dimer signal. These data were displayed on a semilog plot 
showing the ratio of trimer (tetramer) to dimer intensity vs 1/kT. The well 
depths and corresponding emission peak wavelengths of trimer and 
tetramer systems were determined from the maximum value of the slope of
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these curves.
Comparison of the experimental and calculated results showed that the 
potential energy well depth of the trimer is equal to twice the dimer s. 
Correspondingly, the well depth of the tetramer is three times that of the 
dimer, etc.. The results obtained in this work support the model proposed 
by Baylis and show a promising approach to understanding the 
aikali-multi-rare-gas systems.
APPENDIX A 
The Na-rare-gas trimer and tetramer systems 
In this section, the earlier dimer analysis will be extended to include 
trimer and tetramer systems. However, in the present analysis, the output 
signals will be compared to a dimer signal rather than the free sodium D line, 
as was done previously. It should also be noted that, although the intensity - 
temperature data will have the same general form, it will not be possible to 
determine the interaction potential as a function of an internuclear 
separation, since there are several internuclear separations involved in each 
molecular system.
A.l The rate equation
A. 1.1. Trimer system.
It is assumed that, at thermal equilibrium, the formation of a trimer is due 
to the collision of a dimer with two other rare gas atoms. With this 
assumption, the reaction mechanisms for trimer formation can be written as: 
Na*RG ♦ 2(RG) — > Na*RG2 + RG (A-1)
Na*RG2 * RG — > Na*RG + 2(RG) (A-2)
Na*RG2 — > Na(RG)2 + hv" (A-3)
where hi/' is the energy of the photon emitted by the trimer. The rate 
equation for the change of the trimer density per unit time is: 
d[Na*RG2]




Since [Na*RG] -  Ci[Na*HRGj, by using the result obtained in Eq. (2-11). we 
have:
d[Na*RG2l Kt'
............................... [Na’llRG]3 - K2,(Na*RG2llRGl - K3'[Na*RG2] . (A-5)
dt C,
One may assume that the lifetime of the trimer is the same as, or close to,
the life time of the free Na*(3P3/2) — > Na(3S) transition. In a steady state,
d[Na*(RG)2J/dt -0, and one has:
(Na*RG2l{K2'lRG[ - K3‘) - C,' [Na*llRG]3. (A-6)
where C|‘ - K /^C) is a constant. Since K2' -  v*ct, and v - 3*104 cm/sec., a  - 
4*10-'4 cm2, and [RGJ -  1020 cm"3, then K2'IRG] equals 10M sec."1. Also, since 
K3‘ -  108 sec.'1 , it follows that K2'[RG1 »  K3'. The following expression for 
trim er density is obtained:
(Na*RG2J - C2' [Na*J[RG]2, ' (A-7)
where C2' -  Q7K2 is a constant. From the expression obtained above, it 
shows that the trimer density is proportional to the square of the rare gas 
density.
A. 1.2. Tetramer system.
It is also assumed that at thermal equilibrium, the tetramer formation is 
due to the collision of a trimer with other two rare gas atoms. The reaction 
mechanisms are :
„Na*RG2 ♦ 2(RG) — > Na*RG3 ♦ RG (A-8)
Na*RG3 ♦ RG — > Na*RG2 * 2(RG) (A-9)
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Na*RG3 — > Na(RG)3 + hv'" (A-10)
where h v"  is the energy of the photon emitted by the tetramer. The rate 
equation for the rate of change of the tetramer density is: 
dlNa*RG;jl
- .................. K,"(Na*RG2](RG]2 - ^W R G jllR G ] -K3"[Na*RG3l. (A - 11)
d t
Since [Na*RG2] -  C2’ lNa*][RGJ2 from Eq. (A-7), the rate equation becomes: 
d(Na*RG3]
----------------------- C2 ' fNa*][RGl4 - KglNa^RG^lRG] - Ks'lNa'RGsl (A-12)
dt
Again, at a steady state, dlNa'RG^/dt - 0. One obtains: •
|Na*RG3J(K2"[RG) - K3" ) - C2 [Na’llRG]4. (A -l3)
Since K2" - v*a, and v - 2*104 cm/sec., o  -  6*1(T14 cm2, and K3”' -  1 / t ,  t  -
16*10-9 sec., so K2 ‘[RG] - 10n sec."’ and K3"’ -  10-8 sec.. From the above
estimation, one has: K2"(RG] »  K3 Obtaining:
(Na'RG^ -  CzlNaMlRG]3, (A-14)
where C3 - is a constant. This shows that the tetram er density is
proportional to the cube of the rare gas density.
A.2 The population distribution and the quasistatic analysis 
for trimer and tetramer systems 
A.2.1 Trimer system 
In the eiperiment, when the measurement is carried out at a certain
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photon wavelength Xt , only the signals emitted by those trimers with 
system energy V0(Xt) were observed. At thermal equilibrium, if one 
considered the trimer population density distribution with respect to the 
density of the free excited Na atoms, the ratio of the population density of 
the trimer with system energy Ve(Xt) to the population density of the 
excited Na atoms at 3P3/2 state is:
[Na*RG2(Ve{Xt))]
----------------------  oc (RG]2 exp{-[V0(Xt)-V0M ]/kT ). (A-15)
[Na*(3P3/2)l
Since iNa*RG2(Ve(Xt))l - [Na*RG( Xt)l and because the emission intensities 
for both trimer and free Na* atom are all proportional to their population 
density, one may have the following relation:




 .......... .........• (A-17)
i 0 dlNa*]/dt
Since the relative intensity of the trimer signals were measured with respect 
to the dimer signals in this experiment, as is explained and discussed in 




  « [RGlexpHVAtJ-VetAdJJ/m (A-IS)
M \j)
Equation (A-18) has the the following two implications similar to the ones 
discussed in section A.I. First, at fixed temperature, the relative exciplex 
emission intensity lA t) /M \f )  should be linear in buffer gas density. Or, the 
quantity It( \ t)/Ij( Xjl’lRG] shall be independent of the buffer gas density. 
Second, at fixed density, plots of lnlltiXf)/!^^)] against 1/kT should yield 
straight lines. From the slopes one obtains the value of (-{Ve( At)-Ve{\j)}) 
corresponding to each emission wavelength. By taking the maximum slope 
from the semilog plots and with the information on the dimer reference 
signals, one can determine the trimer potential well depth along with its 
emission peak wavelength. The experimental results which support these 
implications is presented in chapter IV.
A.2.2 Tetramer systems
If the relative intensity of the tetram er signals to the dimer reference 
signals were measured, a similar expression for the measured quantity 
IjIXjJ/IdlXtj) can be readily obtained, as in the dimer and trimer cases, and is 
written as:
M M
  « iRGpexpI-lV^XTJ-V^l/kT). (A -19)
W
where I^Xj) represents the measured tetramer signals and Ve(Xj) is the 
tetramer potential well. Equation (A-19) shows that, at fixed density, plots 
of lnd^X^/I^Xd)] against 1/kT should yield straight lines. From the slopes 
of these lines one obtains the value of (-{V^X-iO-VelX )^}) corresponding to 
each emission wavelength. By taking the maximum slope from the semilog 
plots, and with the information on the dimer reference signals, one can 
determine the tetramer potential well depth along with its emission peak 
wavelength.
APPENDIX B 
Calculation of the potential energy well depths 
of trimers and tetramers 
The calculation of the potential energy well depths and the emission peak 
wavelengths of the trimers (Na*He2 . Na*Ar2 . and Na*Kr2) and tetramer 
(Na'Arj) is carried out in this section. This calculation is based on the 
assumption that the interaction energy between the Na* atom and the rare 
gas atoms is just the sum of the interactions for each NaMRGl pair. This will 
allow the use of dimer potentials, obtained by previous investigators^5,6). to 
calculate the expected well depths and the emission peak wavelengths for 
the trimers and tetramers. In order to do so, the detailed information about 
the dimer potentials, both ground state and excited state, are necessary. The 
calculation of the Na*He2 molecule is given as an example and the calculation 
is described in the following paragraph.
The Na’He dimer interaction potential is shown in figure 3, chapter IV. 
Considering that the de-excitation takes place at the bottom of the dimer 
potential well, as illustrated in figure 22, the wavelength of the 
corresponding emission peak is \ j  . According to the Franck-Condon 
principle, the wavelength of the emitted photon is determined by the 
relation:
E - ( Eu, + Eg ) « hc/Xd, 
and the numerical value of E, E^, and Eg can be obtained from the 
corresponding terms in Na*He dimer potential curve(figure 4 in chapter IV). 
The equilibrium internuclear distance(Re) for Na*He dimer is 2.33 A(6l  In
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this case, it gives: E - 16970 cm"1, E^ -  480 cm'1, and Eg - 1860 cm-1. Also, 
for Na*He2 , it is assumed that the interaction between the Na* atom and the 
two He atoms are considered independently, that is, the interaction potential 
energy of (He-(Na*)-He) molecule is just twice that of (Na*-He). Thus, the 
well depth of the Na*He2 trimer is just 2EU)(i.e. 960 cm '1). The wavelength of 
the emitted photon is determined by the. following relation:
E - 2( Ey; + Eg) - hc/Xt •
If one puts the numerical values into this the relation, it gives:
\ t -8130A,
so that one can compare the calculated numbers with the experimental 
values. The results are listed in table 6 of chapter IV.
The same calculation is also applied to the Na*Ar2 and Na*Kr2 molecules. 
The information needed for the calculation about these dimers is: for Na*Ar 
dimer®, Re - 3.17 A, - 550 cm"1, and Eg - 1000 cm"1; and for Na*Kr 
dimer®, Re - 3.25 A, Ew -  730 cm"1, and Eg -  910 cm"1. The calculated well 
depths and the emission peak wavelengths along with the experimental 
values are also shown in table 6. Considering the uncertainty of the 
measurement for both the dimer and trimer well depths, and the simplicity 
of the calculation used here, the measured and calculated results are in good 
agreement. These results, show that the assumption regarding the addition 
of the Na*-[RG] interaction is justified for the alkali-rare-gas trimer system.
Applying the additive assumption to the tetramer system, gives the 
following relation, which determines the wavelength of the emission peak, 
that is
38
E- 3(  + Eg) -  hc/XT.
The calculated result for Na*Arj tetramer as well as the experimental value 
are also shown in table 6. The well depths for both cases agree with each 
other within the experimental uncertainty. Yet, the emission peak 
wavelengths deviate from each other. Both of these points are discussed in 
chapter IV.
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Experimental values for (V^R) -Vt } corresponding to various red-wing 
fluorescence wavelengths in figure 14 for Na-He with [He] - 9.27* 1059 cm"3.
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Experimental values for (V^R) -Vt ) corresponding to various red-wing 
fluorescence wavelengths in figure 15 for Na-Ar w ith [Ar] - 8.64* 1019 cm'3.
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Na-Ar [Ar]= 8 . 6 4 x l 0 19
Wavelength
(A)










Experimental values for (V^R) -V* } corresponding to various red-wing 
fluorescence wavelengths in figure 16 for Na-Kr with iKr] -  2.44*10'-coT3.
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Na-Kr [Kr] = 2 . 4 4 x I 0 19
Wavelength
(A)











Experimental values for (V^R) -Vt ) and (V^R) - VT ) corresponding to 
various red-wing fluorescence wavelengths in figure 20 for Na-Ar with lArj 
- 2.02* 1020 cm'3.
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Experimental values for (V^R) -Vt ) and (V^R) - Vj ) corresponding to 
various red-wing fluorescence wavelengths in figure 21 for Na-Kr w ith iKr] - 
6.90*1019 cm'3,
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A comparison between experimental and calculated values for the 
interaction potential well depths and peak emission wavelengths of Na*He2 . 






P o t e n t i a l  well  d e p t h s  ( c m -1 )
N a * H e 2 8 2 0  ( 1 1 0 ) 9 6 0
N a * A r 2 1 1 0 0  ( 1 5 0 ) 1 1 0 0
N a * K r 2 1 3 5 5  ( 1 8 0 ) 1 4 6 0
N a * A r 3 1 5 9 5  ( 3 0 0 ) 1 6 5 0
E m i s s i o n  peak w a v e l e n g t h s  (A)
N a * H e 2 8 4 0 0 8 1 3 0
N a * A r 2 7 2 0 0 7 2 1 0
N a * K r 2 7 4 0 0 7 3 0 0
N a * A r 3 8 6 0 0 8 1 3 0
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Figure 1
A schematic diagram of the ground-state and excited-state interaction 
between an alkali atom and a single rare-gas atom as a function of 
interunclear distance R. Dimer transitions occur at the turning points of the 
A(tt) well, Ve(R), and the relative intensity for a particular red-shifted 
wavelength is determined by the Boltzmann factor. The wavelength of a 
transition is determined by the energy difference Ve(R) - Vg(R).















Sample with Na reservoir, Na vapor diffused up from a heated sidearm, and 
the inert buffer gas was inside the pyrex cell.
2 0 0  c.c.
P y r e x  C e l l
H e a t e r  Coil
T h e r m o c o u p l e
N a  m e t a l  i n s id e  
i ro n  c y l i n d e r
T h e r m o c o u p l e
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Figure 3
A block diagram of the apparatus used to measure the temperature and 
pressure dependence of the red wing of Na D-lines in the presence of an 
inert buffer gas. Na atoms are excited by a CW dye laser. The fluorescence 
is detected with a PMT screened by narrow-band interference filters, and 
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Potential curves for the X(Z) and A(tt) states of the Na-He molecule. Data 
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Potential curves for the X(E) and A(tt) states of the Na-Ar molecule. Data 
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Potential curves for the X(Z) and A(tt) states of the Na-Kr molecule. Data 
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A semilog plots of I* /I0 as a function of 1/kT for the referenced Na*He dimer 
signals at 6800(50) A. For plotting convenience, we have graphed lnl*x vs 
1000/kT, where lnI*A - ln(IA/ I 0) + arbitrary constant. Data were obtained 
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Figure 8
A semilog plots of I* /I0 as a function of 1/kT for the referenced Na*Ar dimer 
signals at 6328(100) A. For plotting convenience, we have graphed lnl*\ vs 
1000/kT, where In i’* - ln(IA/ I 0) + arbitrary constant. Data were obtained 
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A semilog plots of 1*/I0 as a function of 1/kT for the referenced Na*Kr dimer 
signals at 6600(50) A. For plotting convenience, we have graphed lnF>. vs 
1000/kT, where lnl*^ - ln(I^/I0) + arbitrary constant. Data were obtained 
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Figure 10
Normalized red-wing emission spectra at various temperatures for the 
Na*He2 trimer with respect to the referenced dimer signals of 6800(50) A. 
Data was observed with a PMT screened by narrow-band interference filters, 
with a resolution of 50 A. The measured spectra have been corrected for 
overall detector sensitivity. Smooth curves were drawn through these data 
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Figure 11
Normalized red-wing emission spectra at various temperatures for the 
Na*Ar2 trimer with respect to the referenced dimer signals of 6328(100) A. 
Data was observed with a PMT screened by narrow-band interference filters, 
with a resolution of 50 A. The measured spectra have been corrected for 
overall detector sensitivity. Smooth curves were drawn through these data 
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Figure 12
Normalized red-wing emission spectra at various temperatures for the 
Na*Kr2 trim er with respect to the referenced dimer signals of 6600(50) A. 
Data was observed with a PMT screened by narrow-band interference filters, 
with a resolution of 50 A. The measured spectra have been corrected for 
overall detector sensitivity. Smooth curves were drawn through these data 
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Figure 13
Normalized red-wing emission spectra at various temperatures for the 
Na*Ar2 trim er and Na*Ar3 tetramer with respect to the referenced dimer 
signals of 6328(100) A. Data was observed with a PMT screened by 
narrow-band interference filters, with a resolution of 50 A. the measured 
spectra have been corrected for overall detector sensitivity. Smooth curves 
were drawn through these data as shown in the figure. Data was obtained 
with (Arl - 2.02* IO20 cm '3.
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A typical semilog plots of It/ I d as a function of 1/kT for the Na-He trimer 
signals with respect to the referenced Na*He dimer signals at 6800(50) A. 
For plotting convenience, we have graphed InF* vs 1000/kT, where ln l’x - 
ln( ) + arbitrary constant. Data were obtained with |He| - 9.27* 10 t9 cm'3.
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Figure 15
A typical semilog plots of It/ I d as a function of 1/kT for the Na-Ar trimer 
signals with respect to the referenced Na*Ar dimer signals at 6328(100) A. 
For plotting convenience, we have graphed lnl*^ vs 1000/kT, where InP^ - 





A typical semilog plots of It/I<j as a function of 1/kT for the Na-Kr trimer 
signals with respect to the referenced Na*Kr dimer signals at 6600(50) A. 
For plotting convenience, we have graphed lnl*x vs 1000/kT. where Ini’* - 





A semilog plots of It/(Id *lArJ) as a function of 1/kT for the Na-Ar trimer 
signals with respect to the referenced Na*Ar dimer signals at 6328(100) A. 
For plotting convenience, we have graphed lnl*^ vs 1000/kT, where Ini’* -  
In d j/d ^  *(Ar])) + arbitrary constant. Data were obtained with lArJ - 
8.64* 1019 cm'3 and (Ar) - 2.02* 1020 cm'3. Data obtained from both samples 
fall onto the same track. This shows that the trimer systems are in thermal 
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Figure 18
A semilog plots of It/(Id *[Krl) as a function of 1/kT for the Na-Kr trimer 
signals with respect to the referenced Na*Kr dimer signals at 6600(50) A. 
For plotting convenience, we have graphed lnl** vs 1000/kT, where InP* - 
ln(It/( Id *|Kr])) + arbitrary constant. Data were obtained with (Kr) - 
2.44* 1019 cm-3 and [Kr] - 6,90* 1019 cm'3. Data obtained from both samples 
fall onto the same track. This shows that the trimer systems are in thermal 
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Figure 19
Typical examples of the semilog plots of It/ I d vs sidearm temperature. Data 
shown in the figure were obtained for (Arl - 8.64* 1019cm'3. X - 7400 A.
-  218 °K; and lAr] -  1.46*I02Ocm '3. X - 6800 A. T ^ i -  318 °K.
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X = 7400 A 
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Figure 20
A typical semilog plots of It >T/ I d as a function of 1/kT for the Na-Ar 
tetramer signals with respect to the referenced Na*Ar dimer signals at 
6328(100) A. For plotting convenience, we have graphed l n l \  vs 1000/kT. 
where Ini**, - ln(It T/ I d) + arbitrary constant. Data were obtained w ith  [Ar] 





A typical semilog plots of It <T/ I d as a function of 1/kT for the Na-Kr 
tetramer signals with respect to the referenced Na*Kr dimer signals at 
6600(50) A. For plotting convenience, we have graphed Ini** vs 1000/kT, 
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Figure 22
A schematic diagram of the ground-state and excited-state interaction 
between an alkali atom and a single rare-gas atom as a function of 
interunclear distance R. If the dimer transitions occur at the bottom of the 
Ve(R) well, the energy conservation law shall be satisfied, i.e., E - E^ + hc/X +
Eg.
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